Institute to buy Wellesley; will merge to form MIT

Ed. Note: This story is scheduled to appear in the Wellesley News, the Wellesley College newspaper, on Thursday, as a part of their balance issue. The article is 500 words long.

The five year Wellesley-MIT cross-registration "experiment" is nearing its end with the closing of the MIT Corporation over a period of 19 years. The resulting educational benefits, in be leave at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Wellesley, has been for some time been facing serious financial difficulties. The Wellesley administration and Board of Trustees will be officially dissolved at the end of the 1969-70 school year, and, although, certain individuals will be kept on to carry the Wellesley-based branch of MIT, the new institute will be run by the current MIT administration. Plans call for the refounding of the faculty and staff of both schools to meet the academic needs of the technological and humanities divisions; all will be employees of the new MIT system. The present MIT humanities department will be phased out by failing to grant tenure to its members.

Although no official announcement of the move is expected until MIT president Howard Johnson's commencement address at Wellesley this June, the rumors behind the merger are financial. A small, privately-endowed liberal arts college, Wellesley, like many similar schools, has for some time been facing financial difficulties. Rather than lower the tradition of undergraduate education the standards of the College, the Board of Trustees has decided to dissolve the Wellesley corporation, use the expected freed to meet current debts, and sell the remaining property to MIT.

Campus Interviews Monday, Feb. 12

IMPROVED MACHINERY INC.

Professional Development
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

B.S. or M.S.

IMPCO, a subsidiary of Ingersoll-Rand

Living is easy in New Hampshire

You will find expanding horizons and career fulfillment at IMPCO. All the knowledge you have gained at school will find practical application; working with top engineers your technical competence will rapidly increase. Your assignments will be broad in scope, with total project involvement. You will assume responsibility in machine design or project engineering as rapidly as you demonstrate capabilities. Some assignments require special interest and background in hydraulics and mathematical analysis.

... is an international leader in the design and production of machinery for the paper and paper, and plastic molding industries — a solid company with outstanding growth rate and heavy non-defense commitments. Modern, well-equipped facilities in a spacious 63-acre site.

Both at work and in your personal living, New Hampshire offers room to breathe, room to grow. No state sales or income tax, low insurance rates. Incomparable recreation area in your backyard, yet Nashua is only one hour from cultural and entertainment centers of downtown Boston.

A company representative will be on campus Monday, February 12

Please contact your Placement Director for interview appointment.

Meet the Man from Monsanto

February 19-20

Sign up for an interview at your placement office. This year Monsanto will have many openings for graduates at all degree levels. Fine positions are open all over the country with America's third largest chemical company. And we're still growing. Sales have quadrupled in the last 10 years... in everything from plasticizers to farm chemicals; from nuclear sources and chemical fibers to electronic instruments. Meet the Man from Monsanto — he has the facts about a future...